Determining the Number of Passengers for Each of Three Reverse Pyramid Boarding Groups with COVID-19 Flying Restrictions
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Abstract: The onset of the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV2 has changed many aspects of people’s economic and social activities. For many airlines, social distancing has reduced airplane capacity by one third as a result of keeping the middle seats empty. Additionally, social distancing between passengers traversing the aisle slows the boarding process. Recent literature has suggested that the reverse pyramid boarding method provides favorable values for boarding time and passenger health metrics when compared to other boarding methods with social distancing. Assuming reverse pyramid boarding with the middle seats unoccupied, we determined the number of passengers to include in each of three boarding groups. We assumed that passengers use a jet-bridge that connects the airport terminal to the airplane’s front door. We used agent-based modeling and a stochastic simulation to evaluate solutions. A full grid search found an initial good solution, and then local search optimization determined the best solution based upon the airline’s relative preference for minimizing average boarding time and minimizing risks to previously seated passengers from later-boarding, potentially contagious passengers breathing near them. The resulting solution contained the number of passengers to place into each of the three boarding groups. If an airline is most concerned about the health risk to seated passengers from later boarding passengers walking near them, the best three-group reverse pyramid method adapted for social distancing will first board passengers with window seats in the rear half of the airplane, then will board passengers with window seats in the front half of the airplane and those with aisle seats in the rear half of the airplane, and finally will board the passengers with aisle seats in the front half of the airplane. The resulting solution takes about 2% longer to board than the three-group solution that minimizes boarding time while providing a 25% decrease in health risk to aisle seat passengers from later boarding passengers.
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1. Introduction

Due to the spread of the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV2, social distancing has changed the way business is conducted in many industries. The air transportation sector has suffered major losses due to flight cancelations between affected countries and due to the reluctance of passengers to use air travel.

In a recent study commissioned by the International Air Transport Association (IATA) regarding passengers’ perception on the aviation industry in times of the pandemic [1], only 12% of passengers indicated that they will not wait to return to their typical travel plans. The remaining respondents
indicated that it is probable for them to wait a month or two (33%), wait about six months (36%),
wait about one year (14%), or not resume their usual travel plans for the foreseeable future [1]. The study
included 4700 respondents from 11 countries and was conducted in three waves: February 2020,
April 2020, and June 2020.

The same report [1] indicated that even after the pandemic subsides, people expect to travel
less: 66% of the respondents indicated that they are somewhat likely or very likely to travel less
for business or leisure. These results are in line with projections made by the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) that expects an unprecedented drop in air travel demand [2]. Furthermore,
as Schultz and Fuchte [3] observed, there are regions in the world in which the air traffic has dropped
by more than 90% due to the pandemic. As airlines attempt to restore the confidence of passengers,
trust is becoming an important factor [4,5].

Comparing the expectations of passengers with the measures employed by the airlines, we have
observed that there is a common ground with respect to social distancing rules. Social distancing can
be achieved inside the cabin by ensuring social distance among the passengers walking down the aisle
to their seats and by keeping the middle seats empty. Additionally, the risk generated by passengers
passing closely by previously seated passengers and a prolonged boarding process can be reduced by
selecting an appropriate boarding method.

Over time, a series of studies in the literature have searched for a boarding method that provides
the smallest boarding time [6–9]. With the advent of the novel coronavirus, in addition to boarding
time, recent airplane boarding and seating assignment studies have considered performance evaluation
metrics related to the passengers’ health risks [10–13].

As a result, the present paper considers the previous works from the field in the area of airplane
boarding and expands that research by investigating the performance of the reverse pyramid method
when the number of passengers in each of the three groups varies, adapted for a case in which social
distancing among passengers is considered.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a short literature review of airplane boarding
methods that emphasizes studies featuring the reverse pyramid method. Section 3 discusses the
assumptions and performance metrics used in this paper for evaluating the number of passengers
assigned to each boarding group when using the reverse pyramid method under various scenarios.
Section 4 describes the agent-based model used for simulating the passenger boarding process, the rules
for the adaptation of the reverse pyramid method, and the local search optimization method used
for determining the best reverse pyramid variant. Section 5 describes the numerical results attained
through the stochastic simulation experiments. The paper closes with concluding remarks and
suggestions for future research.

2. Literature Review

Scientific research literature dedicated to reducing airplane turn time has provided a large number
of research papers that have attempted to reduce the airplane boarding time [6]. Various studies have
proposed boarding methods for airline passengers by considering the airport infrastructure [7,8,14].
For example, when an airport provides jet bridges for passengers’ boarding, three types of airplane
boarding methods have been created, generally characterized as: “random,” “by group,” or “by
seat” [15–19]. Random boarding can be conducted with passengers having their seat numbers printed
on their boarding cards or with “open seating” in which passengers choose their seats from among
those available after arriving inside the airplane [6]. When passengers ride apron buses to travel
from the airport terminal to the airplane, the airplane boarding methods can only be characterized as
“random” or “by group” because airlines exert no control over the boarding sequence of passengers
departing a particular apron bus, so there is no “by seat” possibility [20–25].

Among the three categories of methods, the “by group” category comprises most of the methods
proposed in the literature [6]. As a general rule, the methods in this category separate the passengers
to be boarded into two-to-six groups—except for the “by row” methods that assign the passengers to
a number of groups equal to the number of the airplane rows—and assign passengers to groups based on specific rules. For example, with the WilMA (window–middle–aisle) boarding method, the first boarding group contains those passengers with seats adjacent to the window, the second boarding group contains those passengers with middle seats, and the third (and final) group to board contains passengers with seats adjacent to the aisle [9,19,26–28]. Within a given boarding group, the passengers board the airplane in a random sequence [29]. Other methods in the by group category include: back-to-front, rotating zone, and the optimal method [30–32].

The reverse pyramid method, developed by Van den Briel et al. [17], is one of the most well-known methods in the “boarding by group” category. It segregates the passengers into groups based on their seats’ positions using a “diagonally load” scheme. The method leverages concepts from the WilMA and back-to-front methods while trying to retain some of the advantages of each. For instance, within a given row of the airplane, the row’s passengers board in a WilMA sequence. Passengers seated closer to the rear of the airplane tend to board earlier than those seated near the front of the airplane. The method features up to six boarding groups in situations when the middle seats may be occupied (that is, without social distancing) [17]. Following the reverse pyramid method’s boarding scheme, the first boarding group contains passengers with window seats closest to the rear of the airplane, while the last boarding group contains passengers in the aisle seats closest to the front of the airplane. For the other groups, some of its passengers have seats closer to the window in the front or middle rows of the airplane, while its other passengers have seats closer to the aisle and the rear of the airplane [18]. As with the other “by group” boarding methods, within each reverse pyramid group, the passengers enter the airplane in a random manner [30,33]. Figure 1 presents the reverse pyramid method—unadapted for social distancing—with five boarding groups applied on an Airbus A320 with 30 rows [6]. The reverse pyramid method provides good (i.e., low) values for boarding time when passengers use jet bridges [10,15,17,34] and when using apron buses [12,30].

JetBlue has used a modified version of the reverse pyramid boarding method that features four boarding groups. Referred to as the modified reverse pyramid half-zone method, this method is illustrated, with four boarding groups and without social distancing, in Figure 2 [35]. The first group comprises the passengers with window seats located in the rear half of the airplane, while the fourth group has the passengers with aisle seats located in the front half of the airplane. The second and the third groups are composed of an equal number of passengers located in a diagonal scheme in the remaining seats [35,36]. Testing the modified reverse pyramid half-zone method in similar conditions with other methods from the “by group” category has shown that it offers a faster airplane boarding time than the other methods [36]. That test was made in situations for which no social distancing was needed.
Recent studies have proposed adaptations of the reverse pyramid method to account for social distancing due to the novel coronavirus, e.g., leaving the middle seats empty and providing 1 m of social distancing for the passengers walking down the aisle [12,30]. Stochastic simulation results have indicated that when apron buses are used to transport passengers to the airplane, the adapted versions of the reverse pyramid provide the best performance in terms of boarding times and passengers’ health risk when compared with the adapted versions of back-to-front and WilMA methods when social distancing applies [12]. Milne et al. [30] reached similar conclusions with social distancing when passengers use a jet bridge and the airplane’s front door for boarding. Assuming an equal number of passengers in each boarding group, Milne et al. [30] found that the reverse pyramid method with three boarding groups outperforms the reverse pyramid method with two groups in terms of both boarding time and passenger health risk. These results merit the further investigation of the variations in reverse pyramid that bring the best results under social distancing when a jet bridge is used for passengers boarding.

Figure 3 illustrates the reverse pyramid method with three equal-sized boarding groups in the case of an Airbus A320 airplane with 30 rows of seats and social distancing [30].

The literature has examined various models and methods for airplane boarding with comparative testing under various conditions of airplane occupancy rates [16,24,37–39], passengers’ rules of movement and personal characteristics [9,14], the presence of hand luggage [16,26,40,41], airplane characteristics [15,27,42,43], and disturbances and passengers interferences [26,27,34,38,44].

Passenger behavior has been modeled through the use of different methods and techniques such as stochastic modeling [7,45,46], simulated annealing [47], mixed integer programming [34,40,48], genetic algorithms [15], agent-based modeling [6,11,20,25,29], grid-based simulation model [49], and pedestrian flow modeling [50–52].

We expanded upon those prior works to investigate the performance of the reverse pyramid method (adapted for social distancing) when the number of passengers within each boarding group varies. We analyzed possible cases in which the three groups of passengers can be formed, starting with a small number of passengers assigned to the first and second groups and ending with a small number of passengers assigned to the third group. Based on the performance indicators favored by the airline (boarding time and passenger health risk), we provide the number of passengers to assign to each of the three boarding groups when using the reverse pyramid (adapted for social distancing).
3. Assumptions and Metrics for Evaluation of Boarding Group Assignments of Passengers

In this section, we discuss our assumptions for social distancing, the passengers’ hand luggage, and the metrics used for evaluating the number of passengers to place into each of the three boarding groups when reverse pyramid boarding is used with social distancing.

3.1. Assumptions for Passengers’ Social Distancing and Luggage

De Vos [53] stated that social distancing reduces interactions among individuals with the purpose of slowing down the virus spread, while the World Health Organization (WHO) underlined that social distancing is one of the most important measures to be taken to mitigate the impact of the novel coronavirus [54]. The European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) stated in a recent report that it is the duty of the airplane operators to ensure, as much as possible, physical distance among passengers [55]. Inside the airplane, social distancing can be practiced by minimizing the interaction among the air travelers when they are moving in the aisle and when they are seated.

The aisle social distance represents the distance to be kept between two passengers walking (or standing) in the aisle while heading to their assigned seats. Based on the recommendations made by the IATA [56], an ideal distance among the passengers is 1–2 m, while the WHO [54] advises people to keep a social distance of at least 3.3 feet (equivalent to 1 m). Considering these recommendations, in the agent-based model, we assumed an aisle social distance of 1 m among the passengers advancing down the aisle to their seats.

Seat social distancing refers to leaving an empty seat between the window and aisle seat passengers. A study conducted by Barnett [57] indicated that when the middle seat is unoccupied, the risk of COVID-19 spread between seated passengers is reduced by half. This measure has been used in practice by Delta Air Lines and others [58]; the former company committed to keeping the middle seat blocked off until at least 6 January 2021 [59]. As a result, in the agent-based model, we decided that the middle seat was empty. Due to the middle-seat-empty policy, a 30-row airplane, which usually accommodates 180 passengers, will now only accommodate 120 passengers.

Another assumption is related to the quantity of luggage carried by passengers inside the cabin. The IATA Medical Advisory Group recommends travelers limit their carry-on luggage [56]. Even though this measure might be beneficial, it may not be practical—at least without the support of the airlines offering free transportation of luggage in the cargo compartment. Few airlines have made this step in practice. One is Turkish Airlines, which has limited carry-on luggage to a small piece of luggage, while the large luggage is transported free of charge into the cargo compartment [60]. We assume a high luggage situation in which 10% of the passengers have no carry-on bags, 10% carry a small bag, 10% carry one large bag, and the remaining passengers carry one large and one small bag. These luggage frequencies are implemented in an agent-based model and used for simulations; it is the same luggage assumptions as the S1 situation considered in [10,22].

3.2. Metrics Used to Evaluate the Reverse Pyramid Method with Various 3-Passenger Groups

Based on the studies in the literature, four metrics are used for evaluating the performance of boarding methods when considering social distancing and the overall boarding process: the boarding time, the aisle seat risk, the window seat risk, and the number of type three seat interferences.

The boarding time is the time between when the first passenger arrives inside the airplane and when the final passenger occupies his/her assigned seat. This measure is one of the most discussed measures in the literature when analyzing the performance of airplane boarding methods [3].

The second and the third metrics measure the health risks for the passengers who are seated and subsequently passed by other (potentially contagious) passengers who are walking down the aisle toward their seats. Depending on the location of the seated passenger, the risk is either an aisle seat risk, for passengers already sitting in aisle seats, or a window seat risk, for passengers already sitting in window seats. Both risks are measured in terms of the duration of potential exposure. The duration of
exposure for each seated passenger is the sum of all times that later boarding passengers are standing (whether walking or waiting) in the row of the seated passenger. These durations are then aggregated across all previously seated passengers.

The formulas used to calculate the aisle seat risk and window seat risk are as follows [10–12,30]:

\[
Risk_{AisleSeats} = \sum_{p} \sum_{r \leq RowSit_p} RowTime_{pr} \cdot \sum_{p' \leq p} AisleSeat_{p'r}
\]

\[
Risk_{WindowSeats} = \sum_{p} \sum_{r \leq RowSit_p} RowTime_{pr} \cdot \sum_{p' \leq p} WindowSeat_{p'r}
\]

where \( p \) is the passenger advancing towards his/her seat, \( r \) is the row index, \( RowSit_p \) is the row in which passenger \( p \) has a seat, \( RowTime_{pr} \) is the time that passenger \( p \) spends in row \( r \) (this duration begins when passenger \( p \) begins to enter row \( r \) and concludes when passenger \( p \) begins to leave row \( r \); this convention was chosen because a passenger’s nose and mouth are at the front of the passenger), \( p' = \) passenger boarding before passenger \( p \), \( AisleSeat_{p'r} \) is 1 if passenger \( p' \) has an aisle seat in row \( r \) and 0 otherwise, and \( WindowSeat_{p'r} \) is 1 if passenger \( p' \) has a window seat in row \( r \) and 0 otherwise.

The last metric also involves health risk and refers to the numbers of type three seat interferences. A type three seat interference occurs when a passenger with a window seat arrives near his/her seat after a passenger with the aisle seat located in the same row and on the same side of the aisle has already taken his/her seat [61]. For the passenger with the window seat to take his/her seat, the passenger with the aisle seat needs to stand to clear the first passenger’s path. During this event, if one of the passengers is contagious, the other passenger may become infected. Figure 4 presents a case of type three seat interference between the passenger with the window seat (green) and the passenger with the aisle seat (red). For the passenger colored in green to occupy his/her seat, three moves are needed. First, the passenger with the aisle seat needs to leave his/her seat. Secondly, the window seat passenger sits down. Third, the aisle seat passenger returns to his/her seat.

![Type three seat interference diagram](attachment:image.png)

**Figure 4.** Type three seat interference.

With the reverse pyramid method, the number of type three seat interferences is always zero. Consequently, the value of the total number of type three seat interferences was extracted in the agent-based model just to confirm that the software was behaving properly. As all the variants of the reverse pyramid method had zero for this indicator due to the boarding method rules, the indicator is not mentioned in the remainder of this paper.

4. Methods

In the following section, we present the main features of the agent-based model, the full grid search algorithm, and the local search optimization method applied to determine the number of passengers to board and their seat assignments in each of the three reverse pyramid method boarding groups.
4.1. Agent-Based Model Implementation

Agent-based modelling has been used in various applications featuring the simulation of human behavior in a given environment [62–70]. Multiple platforms are available for designing an agent-based model. We selected NetLogo for the airplane boarding model because it provides advantages related to the graphical interface, ease in understanding and modifying the code, free access to the software and various models developed by the agent-based community, ease of installation, and real-time user access to the state of agents, which is a valuable tool in the process of calibrating the model [71–74]. NetLogo has been used over time in research applications featuring human movement in different indoor and outdoor settings [65,66,75–78].

The agents we use in the model had the main characteristics presented in [10,20,22,24,25]. We used two types of agents: patch agents for building the inside area of the airplane and turtle agents for representing the passengers heading to their assigned seats.

Based on the literature, each of the patch agents in the model reproduced a spatial dimension equivalent to $0.4 \times 0.4$ m in real life [79–81]. Using the possibility offered by NetLogo of setting different characteristics to the agents, in the model, different colors were assigned to the patches to represent various objects from the airplane cabin such as the aisle and seats. As a result, the walkable areas were represented in dark blue, the seats to be taken by the passengers in light grey, and the empty middle seats in dark grey, as illustrated in the model’s graphical user interface (GUI) presented in Figure 5. The airplane was symmetrical with respect to the aisle, so all the rules that apply on one side of the aisle applied for the other side of the aisle [24].

The turtle agents had various speeds to account for the various physical characteristics of the passengers that could vary due to gender, weight, age, and mobility [10]. The speeds were extracted from field trials [79] and were translated from meters/second into patches/tick using the correspondence of one tick to 1.2 s [22], because the tick is the time unit in NetLogo.

We know from our personal experiences and common sense that it takes longer for a passenger to traverse the aisle of an airplane when carrying luggage than when not carrying luggage, and furthermore, that the impact of the luggage on passenger speed varies. Consequently, for passenger agents carrying luggage, their speed was reduced to 0.6–0.9 patch/tick (modeled with the uniform probability distribution) [10]. A variable, $T_{store}$, measures the time needed by an agent to store luggage in the overhead bin, as suggested by [82], and used in the below equation, as done in [8,20,22,25,48].

$$T_{store} = ((\text{NbinLarge} + 0.5 \text{NbinSmall} + \text{NpassengerLarge} + 0.5 \text{NpassengerSmall}) \times (\text{NpassengerLarge} + 0.5 \text{NPassengerSmall}) / 2) \times T_{row}$$

where $T_{store}$ is the time to store the luggage, $\text{NbinLarge}$ is the number of large bags in the bin prior to the passenger’s arrival, $\text{NbinSmall}$ is the number of small bags in the bin prior to the passenger’s arrival, $\text{NpassengerLarge}$ is the number of large bags carried by the passenger, $\text{NpassengerSmall}$ is the number of small bags carried by the passenger, and $T_{row}$ is the time for a passenger to walk from one row to the next (when not delayed by another passenger in front).

We do not assert that this equation provides an accurate estimate of the time it takes a passenger to store luggage in an overhead bin. However, this equation has several favorable properties. The greater the values of $\text{NbinLarge}$, $\text{NbinSmall}$, $\text{NpassengerLarge}$, and $\text{NpassengerSmall}$, the longer the time to store luggage. The longer it takes a passenger to traverse a row ($T_{row}$), the longer it takes the same passenger to store the same luggage (as it is reasonable to assume that walking speed is related to the agility and fitness involved in storing luggage). For example, consider an elderly person with short legs versus a fit young and tall person. The young person would walk faster and store luggage more quickly than the elderly person. The multiplication within the equation is consistent with the principle that the time it takes a person to store two pieces of luggage is greater than twice the time it takes the same person with one piece of luggage to store it. That is because when a passenger carries two bags of luggage, either one bag is put down before storing the other or the first bag is stored using only a single hand.
Figure 5. The graphical user interface (GUI) for the agent-based model in NetLogo. (view in the case of reverse pyramid with 3 groups and $g_1 = 6$ and $g_2 = 3$).
The simulation began at time zero when the first passenger agent entered the airplane using the front door and concluded when the final passenger to sit had occupied its seat. While walking down the aisle, all the agents maintained a minimum aisle social distance between each other of 2.5 patches, corresponding to 1 m.

Upon arriving near its seat, the passenger agent placed its carry-on luggage, if any, in the overhead bin and then took its seat. While placing the luggage, the agent halted the progress of any later boarding agents that were in the aisle within a distance of 2.5 patches.

### 4.2. Adaption of Reverse Pyramid for Social Distancing and Unequal Group Sizes

With the reverse pyramid—adapted for social distancing—and three boarding groups, the first group to board contains window seat passengers seated closest to the rear of the airplane, and the third group to board contains aisle seat passengers seated closest to the front of the airplane. The second group to board contains the remaining window and aisle seat passengers, with the second group’s window seat passengers having seats closest to the front of the airplane and its aisle seat passengers having seats closest to the rear of the airplane.

When experimenting with reverse pyramid methods using apron buses, the authors [12] found that the health risk of aisle seated passengers is lowest when both aisle seat passengers of a given row are in the same boarding group and found no advantage for any performance metric when they were in different boarding groups. Likewise, in this paper, we assumed that both aisle seat passengers of a given row would be assigned to the same boarding group. Similarly, we assumed that both window seat passengers of a given row would be assigned to the same boarding group.

Consequently, there were two decision variables (user input parameters) that we varied in our simulation experiments: \( g_1 \) and \( g_{2a} \). The first variable, \( g_1 \), provided the model with the number of seats to be allocated to the first group on each side of the aisle. Because the first group only contains window seat passengers, the total number of passengers assigned to the first group was decided to be \( G_1 = 2 \times g_1 \). These were the window seat passengers sitting closest to the rear of the airplane. The second variable, \( g_{2a} \), provided the model with the number of aisle seat passengers on each side of the aisle assigned to the second boarding group. These seats were on both sides of the aisle starting from the rear of the airplane. With 30 rows of seats in the airplane, the total number of seats assigned to the second group was decided to be \( G_2 = (g_{2a} + 30 - g_1) \times 2 \). The third boarding group comprised passengers in the remaining aisle seats. The number of passengers in this third group was decided to be \( G_3 = (30 - 2g_{2a}) \times 2 \).

The decision variables \( g_1 \) and \( g_{2a} \) had to satisfy the following constraints:

- \( g_1 > 0, g_{2a} > 0 \), integers.
- \( g_{2a} \leq g_1 \) (within a row, window seat passengers board before aisle seat passengers).
- \( g_1 \leq 29 \) for a 30-row airplane (because otherwise there are not three boarding groups).

We illustrate the last two constraints in Figure 6, where \( g_1 \) and \( g_{2a} \) could vary to cover up to the final 29 rows of the airplane. Additionally, a case where \( g_1 = 6 \) and \( g_{2a} = 3 \) is depicted in Figure 5.

![Figure 6](image-url)  
**Figure 6.** The seat positions pointed to by the \( g_1 \) and \( g_{2a} \) variables for a 30-row airplane.
Figure 7 presents the case when \( g1 \) and \( g2a \) have their smallest feasible values. Figure 8 presents an arbitrarily selected case depicted for \( g1 = 15 \) and \( g2a = 10 \). Figure 9 presents the case when \( g1 \) and \( g2a \) have their largest feasible values.

During the simulation process, the model recorded the values for the operational and risk indicators: boarding time, aisle seats, and window seat risks—all expressed in ticks. The model was configurable with respect to the type of the airplane, the number of passengers, and the quantity of luggage brought inside the airplane by the passengers.

### 4.3. Full Grid Search for Finding a Good Starting Point for the Local Search

To find a good starting point for the local search, we conducted a full grid search with all 435 feasible combinations—those satisfying the constraints mentioned above—starting with \( g1 = 1 \) and \( g2a = 1 \) and then ending with \( g1 = 29 \) and \( g2a = 29 \). Each combination was initially simulated 1000 times using the agent-based model in NetLogo. We executed the NetLogo model from a Python script, for which the corresponding pseudo code is provided in Algorithm 1. In total, 435,000 simulation runs were performed during the full grid search to find a good starting point for the local search.
Algorithm 1. Full-grid-search

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>in:</th>
<th>number of simulation trials per data point noSimulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>out:</td>
<td>boarding metrics for all group configurations m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:</td>
<td>for g1 = 1 to 29 do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:</td>
<td>for g2a = 1 to g1 do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:</td>
<td>m[g1][g2a] ← ABMSimulation(g1, g2a, noSimulations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:</td>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:</td>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:</td>
<td>return m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate the efficiency of the 435 variants of the reverse pyramid with three boarding groups, we used the objective function, $F$, defined as follows as a weighted average of the performance metrics:

$$ F = w_1 \cdot \text{BoardingTime} + w_2 \cdot \text{RiskAisleSeats} + w_3 \cdot \text{RiskWindowSeats} $$

where $w_1$ represents the weight of the boarding time criterion on the overall solution, $w_2$ represents the weight of the aisle seat risk criterion on the overall solution, $w_3$ represents the weight of the window seat risk criterion on the overall solution, BoardingTime is the value of the average boarding time in seconds, RiskAisleSeats is the value of the average aisle seat risk duration in seconds, and RiskWindowSeats is the value of the average window seat risk duration in seconds.

Based on the emphasis (weight) placed on each metric, $F$ could take various values. The starting point we used in the local search optimization corresponded to the best (i.e., minimum) value of the function $F$, which depended on the weighted average results of the 435 variants of $g1$ and $g2a$, each with 1000 simulation trials during the full grid search.

4.4. Local Search Optimization Method

The local search optimization method is described in Algorithm 2. Its inputs were the initial group configuration resulting from the full grid search evaluation of Section 4.3, the weights to apply to the three performance evaluation metrics (average boarding time, average aisle seat risk duration, and average window seat risk duration), and the number of simulation trials per input condition. The latter value was 30,000 during the local search.

The method began by conducting 30,000 stochastic simulation runs with the initial group configuration, which was used as the incumbent solution. At each iteration, the method conducted 30,000 stochastic simulation runs for each of the eight points that were feasible neighbors of the incumbent. If the best neighboring solution was not worse than that of the incumbent, then the neighboring solution became the incumbent and the iterations continued until the neighboring points all had worse solutions than the incumbent. The resulting solution was locally optimal—and we suspect globally optimal (or close to it).

Before 30,000 simulations were executed for a neighboring point, a check was made to see if simulations had already been executed for that point. If they had been, then the simulations were not repeated.
Algorithm 2. Local Search Optimization Method

**in:**
- initial boarding group configuration \(<g'1, g'2a>\); weights of average boarding time, average aisle seat risk duration, and average window seat risk duration \(w1, w2\) and \(w3\); number of simulation trials per condition tested \(noSimulations\)

**out:**
- group configuration having the minimum weighted average duration; the group’s weighted average duration

[initialize the boarding metrics for all group configurations with NIL]

\[
\text{1: for } g1 = 1 \text{ to } 29 \text{ do}
\]
\[
\text{2: for } g2a = 1 \text{ to } g1 \text{ do}
\]
\[
\text{3: } m[g1][g2a] \leftarrow \text{NIL}
\]
\[
\text{4: end for}
\]
\[
\text{5: end for}
\]
\[
\text{6: } m[g'1][g'2a] \leftarrow \text{ABMSimulation}(g'1, g'2a, noSimulations) \text{ [boarding metrics determined using NetLogo simulations]}
\]
\[
\text{7: minWeightedAverage} \leftarrow w1 \times \text{duration}(m[g'1][g'2a]) + w2 \times \text{aisleRisk}(m[g'1][g'2a]) + w3 \times \text{windowRisk}(m[g'1][g'2a])
\]
\[
\text{8: minWeightedAverageConfiguration} \leftarrow <g'1, g'2a>
\]

**Repeat**

\[
\text{9: Repeat}
\]
\[
\text{10: neighborMinWeightedAverage} \leftarrow \infty
\]
\[
\text{11: neighborWithMinWeightedAverage} \leftarrow \text{NIL}
\]
\[
\text{12: } <x, y> \leftarrow \text{minWeightedAverageConfiguration}
\]
\[
\text{13: for } i \text{ in } \{-1, 0, 1\} \text{ do}
\]
\[
\text{14: for } j \text{ in } \{-1, 0, 1\} \text{ do}
\]
\[
\text{15: if } i \neq 0 \text{ or } j \neq 0 \text{ then}
\]
\[
\text{16: if } (x + i \geq y + j) \text{ and } (x + i \geq 1) \text{ and } (y + j \geq 1) \text{ and } (x + i \leq 29) \text{ then}
\]
\[
\text{17: if } m[x + i][y + j] = \text{NIL} \text{ then [avoid reanalyzing configurations]}
\]
\[
\text{18: m}[x + i][y + j] \leftarrow \text{ABMSimulation}(x + i, y + j, noSimulations) \text{ [store the boarding metrics]}
\]
\[
\text{19: neighborWeightedAverage} \leftarrow w1 \times \text{duration}(m[x + i][y + j]) + w2 \times \text{aisleRisk}(m[x + i][y + j]) + w3 \times \text{windowRisk}(m[x + i][y + j])
\]
\[
\text{20: end if}
\]
\[
\text{21: end if}
\]
\[
\text{22: end if}
\]
\[
\text{23: end if}
\]
\[
\text{24: end for}
\]
\[
\text{25: end for}
\]
\[
\text{26: if neighborWeightedAverage < neighborMinWeightedAverage then}
\]
\[
\text{27: neighborMinWeightedAverage} \leftarrow \text{neighborWeightedAverage}
\]
\[
\text{28: neighborWithMinWeightedAverage} \leftarrow <x+i, y+j>
\]
\[
\text{29: end if}
\]
\[
\text{30: end if}
\]
\[
\text{31: end if}
\]
\[
\text{32: end for}
\]
\[
\text{33: end for}
\]
\[
\text{34: if neighborMinWeightedAverage \leq minWeightedAverage then}
\]
\[
\text{35: minWeightedAverage} \leftarrow \text{neighborMinWeightedAverage}
\]
\[
\text{36: minWeightedAverageConfiguration} \leftarrow \text{neighborWithMinWeightedAverage} \text{ [update the best configuration]}
\]
\[
\text{37: end if}
\]
\[
\text{38: until neighborMinWeightedAverage > minWeightedAverage}
\]
\[
\text{39: return minWeightedAverageConfiguration, minWeightedAverage}
\]
5. Numerical Simulation Results

We investigated four cases that had different values of the weights applied to the performance metrics. For each case, an initial solution that worked best (averaged over its 1000 simulation trials) according to the weighted objective function $F$ was determined by considering the metrics provided by the full grid search. This combination of $g1$ and $g2a$ values was used as the starting point for the local search method. Because the local search conducted 30,000 simulation runs for each point examined, its resulting solution was more accurate than that of the full grid search that conducted 1000 simulation runs for each point examined. The resulting local search solution provided the values of $g1$ and $g2a$ for reverse pyramid with three passengers groups for the selected weights that had the lowest value found for the objective function $F$.

5.1. Simulation Results for $w_1 = 100\%, w_2 = 0\%, and w_3 = 0\%$

The first case we examined, C1, had a 100% weight for the average boarding time performance metric and zero weight for the other performance metrics. This weight would be applicable for an airline that cares only about boarding time. Figure 10 presents the values (in colors) of the objective function $F$ determined by the full grid search of the feasible combinations of $g1$ and $g2a$. The lowest (most desirable) values obtained for $F$ are depicted in dark blue. Most of these values were encountered when both $g1$ and $g2a$ ranged between 15 and 28. The highest values of $F$ are depicted in light yellow and resulted from values of $g1$ between 10 and 26 combined with values of $g2a$ smaller than 3.

![Figure 10](image)

Figure 10. The performance (in colors) of the $g1$ and $g2a$ combinations when the objective function $F$ was determined by weights $w_1 = 100\%, w_2 = 0\%, and w_3 = 0\%$.

Using the best solution provided by the full grid search as a starting point, the local search method was applied, and the results are presented as follows.

The full grid search provided a starting solution containing the combination $g1 = 24$ and $g2a = 23$, to which we refer to using the (24, 23) notation. The value of $F$ for this solution was 892.7 s, as determined with 30,000 simulation runs. The neighboring feasible combinations of (24, 23) for $g1$ and $g2a$ were (23, 22), (23, 23), (24, 24), (25, 24), (25, 23), (25, 22), and (24, 22). Note that (23, 24) was not a feasible combination because $g2a$ (24) was greater than $g1$ (23). The starting point for the local search and its neighboring points are marked within the dotted red circle and dotted red square in Figure 11. After performing 30,000 simulation runs for each of the seven neighboring feasible points within the dotted red square, the weighted average minimum for the objective function $F$ was found to be 891.2 s, resulting from $g1$ and $g2a$ of (25, 24) as noted within the dotted green circle. The next iteration examined that point’s feasible neighboring points (those within the dotted green rectangle), though
it ignored those points (within the red square) that were already examined in the previous iteration. All of these newly examined points—(25, 25), (26, 25), (26, 24), and (26, 23)—had higher values for the objective function \( F \) than 891.2 s. Consequently, the local search stopped, concluding with the best solution given by the (25, 24) combination, which was equivalent to \( G1 = 50, G2 = 58, \) and \( G3 = 12 \) seats and is illustrated in Figure 12. This solution resulted in the minimum time to complete boarding of the airplane.

![Figure 11](image1.png)

**Figure 11.** The starting solution (24, 23), the area explored by the local search method and the best solution (25, 24) for weights \( w_1 = 100\% \), \( w_2 = 0\% \), and \( w_3 = 0\% \).

![Figure 12](image2.png)

**Figure 12.** The reverse pyramid scheme for the best local search solution \( G1 = 50, G2 = 58, \) and \( G3 = 12 \) for weights \( w_1 = 100\% \), \( w_2 = 0\% \), and \( w_3 = 0\% \).

5.2. Simulation Results for \( w_1 = 0\% \), \( w_2 = 100\% \), and \( w_3 = 0\% \)

The second case we examined, C2, had a 100% weight for the average aisle seat risk duration and zero weight for the other performance metrics. This weight would be applicable for an airline that cares only about the health risk of those sitting in the aisle from being passed by later (possibly infected) passengers. Figure 13 presents the values of the objective function \( F \) for \( w_1 = 0\% \), \( w_2 = 100\% \), and \( w_3 = 0\% \), determined for each full grid combination of \( g1 \) and \( g2a \) examined. Most of the lowest (dark blue) values for \( F \) were encountered when \( g1 \) ranged between 15 and 28 and \( g2a \) ranged between 10 and 19. The highest values of \( F \) are depicted in light yellow and were obtained for any values of \( g1 \) that were combined with values of \( g2a \) equal to either 1 or 29.
Figure 13. The performance of the $g1$ and $g2a$ combinations for $w_1 = 0\%$, $w_2 = 100\%$, and $w_3 = 0\%$. In this case, the best solution from the full grid search resulted from the combination (16, 16). The local search examined the neighboring feasible combinations for (16, 16). These were (15, 15), (16, 15), (17, 15), (17, 16), and (17, 17), as indicated by the circles within the dotted red box in Figure 14. The best of these points was (15, 15). As a result, a new search was performed for the neighboring feasible combinations of (15, 15) not investigated so far (14, 14), (15, 14), and (16, 14), as illustrated within the dotted green box of Figure 14. The minimum value of $F$ resulted from (15, 15).

For (15, 15), the structure of the reverse pyramid groups was $G_1 = 30$, $G_2 = 60$, and $G_3 = 30$ seats, which is presented in Figure 15.

![Diagram](image-url)
This method is referred to as the modified reverse pyramid half-zone, as adapted for social distancing in [10]. The pre-COVID-19 version of the modified reverse pyramid half-zone is illustrated above in Figure 2 and was first used in practice by JetBlue in 2017 [35]. Observe that we found this solution (15, 15) using the full grid search followed by local search optimization.

We explain further why (15, 15) was the global optimal solution that minimized aisle seat risk as follows. If \(g2a\) were 1, then the expected number of aisle seat risk encounters by group 2 passengers would be 1. That is because exactly one of the two aisle seat passengers in boarding group 2 would arrive at its aisle seat in row 30 after the other one. If \(g2a\) were 2, then the expected number of aisle seat risk encounters by group 2 passengers would be 4. That is because on average, each of the row 29 group 2 passengers would have a 50% chance of being seated before any particular one of the other three aisle seat passengers of group 2, totaling an expected value of 1.5 aisle seat risk encounters (= 0.5 + 0.5 + 0.5) for each of the two row 29 group 2 passengers and adding that value of 3 (from multiplying 1.5 by 2) to the value of 1 for exactly one of the row 30 group 2 aisle seat passengers being seated before the other. In general, the expected number of aisle seat risk encountered by group 2 passengers would be \((g2a)^2\) (i.e., \(g2a\) squared). We show this using proof by induction:

1. Assume: Notation: \(E(n) = \) expected number of aisle seat risk encounters by group 2 passengers when \(n = g2a\). \(E(g2a) = \) expected number of aisle seat risk encounters by group 2 passengers = \((g2a)^2\).

2. \(E(1) = (1)^2 = 1\) as explained above, as exactly one of the two row 30 aisle seat passengers is seated before the other.

3. \(E(g2a + 1) = E(g2a) + \) the expected number of aisle seat risk encounters by group 2 passengers seated in row \((30 - g2a)\). Each of the two group 2 passengers sitting in row \((30 - g2a)\) can be expected to be passed, on average, by \(g2a\) passengers from the higher numbered rows and also exactly one of the row \((30 - g2a)\) group 2 passengers will be passed by the other. Consequently, \(E(g2a + 1) = E(g2a) + 2 \times g2a + 1 = (g2a)^2 + 2 \times g2a + 1 = (g2a + 1)^2\), thus completing the proof.

By similar reasoning, the expected number of aisle seat risk encounters by group 3 passengers would be \((30 - g2a)^2\). In total, the expected number of aisle seat risk encounters would be: \((g2a)^2 + (30 - g2a)^2\). This value would be minimized when \(g2a\) is equal to 15.

5.3. Simulation Results for \(w_1 = 0\%\), \(w_2 = 0\%\), and \(w_3 = 100\%\)

The third case we examined, C3, had a 100% weight for the average window seat risk duration and zero weight for the other performance metrics. Theoretically, this weight would be applicable for an airline that cares only about the health risk to window seat passengers from later boarding (possibly infectious) passengers. However, this case is of greater value for the insights it provides on the risk to window seat passengers than from an airline having this risk as a sole objective. For this case, the values of the objective function \(F\) resulting from the full grid search are depicted in Figure 16, with its lowest value achieved for \((16, 16)\).
was given by the (16, 16) combination, which was equivalent to: $G_1 = 32$, $G_2 = 60$, and $G_3 = 28$ seats, presented in Figure 18.

From Figure 16, we can observe that the lowest values for $F$ were encountered when both $g_1$ and $g_2a$ ranged between 10 and 20. The highest values of $F$ are depicted in light yellow and were obtained with a value for $g_1$ of 29 and values of $g_2a$ between 9 and 17.

After a first round of local search among its neighboring feasible combinations of (15, 15), (16, 15), (17, 15), (16, 16), and (17, 17), a minimum was reached in (15, 15). Furthermore, for (15, 15), its feasible neighboring combinations (14, 14), (15, 14), and (16, 14) were considered, but none of them provided a better solution. As a result, the best solution was given by the (15, 15) combination, which was equivalent to $G_1 = 30$, $G_2 = 60$, and $G_3 = 30$ seats. The best reverse pyramid scheme for this case was the same as the one found above and represented in Figure 15. Though we were surprised at first upon seeing this, after further reflection, we observed that this scheme resulted in the same number of passengers infected than aisle seat passengers from later boarding passengers traversing the aisle. The best solution from window seat passengers being further from the aisle and thus in less danger of becoming infected about risk to aisle seat passengers than to window seat passengers. The latter preference may stem be applicable for an airline that cares mostly about boarding time and that cares considerably more among its neighboring feasible combinations—(15, 15), (16, 15), (17, 15), (17, 16), and (17, 17)—no better values for the objective were found. As a result, the best solution was given by the (16, 16) combination, which was equivalent to: $G_1 = 32$, $G_2 = 60$, and $G_3 = 28$ seats, presented in Figure 18.

Figure 16. The performance of the $g_1$ and $g_2a$ combinations for $w_1 = 0\%$, $w_2 = 0\%$, and $w_3 = 100\%$.

5.4. Simulation Results for $w_1 = 60\%$, $w_2 = 35\%$, and $w_3 = 5\%$

The fourth case we examined, C4, had positive weights for $w_1$, $w_2$, and $w_3$. These weights would be applicable for an airline that cares mostly about boarding time and that cares considerably more about risk to aisle seat passengers than to window seat passengers. The latter preference may stem from window seat passengers being further from the aisle and thus in less danger of becoming infected than aisle seat passengers from later boarding passengers traversing the aisle. The best solution from the full grid search in this case was (16, 16). The full grid search results are presented in Figure 17. After a first round of local search among its neighboring feasible combinations—(15, 15), (16, 15), (17, 15), (17, 16), and (17, 17)—no better values for the objective were found. As a result, the best solution was given by the (16, 16) combination, which was equivalent to: $G_1 = 32$, $G_2 = 60$, and $G_3 = 28$ seats, presented in Figure 18.
5.5. Summary and Discussion of Simulation Results

From Figure 18, we can observe that even in this case, the second group comprised half of the number of passengers. The first and the third groups contained the other half, the differences among the number of passengers between these two groups amounting to only four passengers in favor of the first group.

### Table 1. Summary of the results for reverse pyramid with 3 boarding groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boarding Groups</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Weights</th>
<th>Local Search Results</th>
<th>Aisle Seat Risk</th>
<th>Window Seat Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>w1 w2 w3</td>
<td>g1 g2a F</td>
<td>Boarding Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unequal</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>100% 0% 0%</td>
<td>25 24 891.2</td>
<td>238.0</td>
<td>8768.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0% 100% 0%</td>
<td>15 15 1745.8</td>
<td>1745.8</td>
<td>7192.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0% 0% 100%</td>
<td>15 15 7192.3</td>
<td>7192.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>60% 35% 5%</td>
<td>16 16 1515.2</td>
<td>1749.8</td>
<td>7200.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>100% 0% 0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>927.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0% 100% 0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>1972.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0% 0% 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td>8298.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>60% 35% 5%</td>
<td></td>
<td>1661.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When comparing the data in Table 1, we can observe that regardless of the weights for the objective function $F$, the results from the unequal boarding group sizes outperformed those of the equal sized boarding group for the objective function $F$ and for all three performance metrics. As noted earlier, the weights for case C1 resulted in the lowest boarding time, while the weights for cases C2 and C3 resulted in the least aisle seat and window seat risks. For case C4, the aisle and window seat risk durations were better than with case C1 but with an average boarding time that was longer. Meanwhile, Case C4 had a lower average boarding time than cases C2 and C3 but with higher aisle and window seat risk durations. As such, case C4 represents a tradeoff between the superior boarding time of C1 and the superior risk durations of cases C2 and C3. We further observed that the solution of cases C2 and C3 resulted in 2% more boarding time than C1 while also resulting in 25% and 22% less health risk to aisle seat and window seat passengers, respectively, from later boarding passengers.

6. Concluding Remarks

The novel coronavirus and the social distancing rules imposed by the authorities and the institutions in the area of air transport management have changed the airplane boarding process. In this new context, the airlines have struggled to increase their passengers’ confidence in air transportation during this outbreak by adopting a series of policies related to the boarding process and other measures to be considered before and during the flight.

In the present paper, we analyzed how one of the best-performing boarding methods, reverse pyramid, should be adapted for COVID-19 when the passengers are boarded using the front door of the airplane in the presence of a jet bridge. To this aim, all the possible combinations of the reverse pyramid with three boarding groups were considered, and an objective function was created to model the relative importance an airline gives to the boarding time, aisle seat risk, and window seat risk. Based on the airline’s relative preference for optimizing the three performance metrics, a solution regarding the scheme of the reverse pyramid it should use was provided.

If the airline is overwhelmingly concerned with minimizing the boarding time, then the reverse pyramid method with three boarding groups should be one that has the first two groups of passengers much larger than the third group. If the airline’s priority is a safer boarding experience, then the first group of passengers to board should be those with window seats in the rear half of the airplane, the third group to board should be those passengers with aisle seats in the front half of the airplane, and the second boarding group should contain the remaining passengers. This boarding assignment would result in a 2% increase in average boarding time compared with an assignment that minimized boarding time but with 25% and 22% decreases in health risk to aisle and window seat passengers, respectively, from later boarding passengers breathing near them. If a combination of the three metrics is preferred, then the reverse pyramid scheme can be adapted to the required situation.

Future research may investigate the reverse pyramid method with more than three unequal size boarding groups while also considering the cases when the passengers are travelling light with no hand luggage or with a reduced amount of hand luggage, as this was one of the social distancing measures imposed on all national and international flights in Italy between 11 June and 15 July 2020, and might be reused if a large new wave of coronavirus reappears. Additionally, the research can be extended for other airplane configurations and adapted for innovative cabin layouts, such as the folding seats proposed by Schultz and Fuchte [3].

The paper is accompanied by Videos S1–S3. Each video contains a visual animation of passengers boarding the airplane in a simulation trial of the best solution of the $g1$ and $g2a$ variables corresponding to a case considered in Section 5. The videos can also be accessed at the following link: https://github.com/liviucotfas/symmetry-reverse-pyramid-3-groups.
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